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Arrival: Use  the Autobahn A7, Exit 17, take the B 206 in direction to ITZEHOE. The B 
206 is the ring way around Bad Bramstedt. Turn left at the first  intersection to 
Bad Bramstedt and then turn right  behind the bridge to reach the “Grundschule 
am Bahnhof”.  That is where you will get your lodging information. 
The adress is: Am Bahnhof 16, 24576 Bad Bramstedt 
Mobile Phone: 0049 160 543 5938, please call this number if there is any delay 
in your arrival. 
 

Parking: Please park the busses only in the public parking lots. There are no parking lots 
in the city center. 

 
 

Orchestras that are scheduled to give concerts in the festival tent, the “Open-
Air-Garten” or the “VR-Bank-Bühne” are allowed having a short stop to unload 
resp. load by using the official bus stop in front of the “Roland” (NO parking lot!!) 
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Information: This year there will be no “Information Tent” be installed. If you need any help or 
information, you will get  help from a member of our orchestra leadership on the 
scene or by  
Mobile Phone: 0049 160 543 5938 
 

Concert locations: 
On every stage there will be a volunteer that will act as your contact 
person and will be able to answer any questions you have. 
It is very important to stick to the program. The program times include any 
eventual encores. 
 

Music Mile:  The Music Mile is located directly beside the festival tent on the  
“Bleeck”. 

   The Music Mile includes the “VR-Bank-Bühne” (roofed) at the southern  
end of the “Bleeck” 

Festival Tent:  The “Hauptbühne” (= main stage) is located at the southern front end 
of the tent (vis-á-vis of the tents` main entrance). 

   The “Nebenbühne” (= second stage) is located at the tents` eastern  
long side. 

“Roland” greenfield: On the greenfield of the Roland you will find the “Open-Air-Garten” 
(with a roofed stage) 

Kaisersaal: The Big-Band-Evening (01.07.2023) will be held in the “Kaisersaal” 
Kurhaustheater: The Kurhaus Theatre  is located in the  “Kurgebiet”(Oskar-Alexander-

Straße 26), where we will celebrate the opening concert on Friday 
evening. 

 
Electricity and acoustic engineering: 
 At all stages will be electrical connections available (220V AC). 
 At the “VR-Bank-Bühne” the stage of the “Open-Air-Garten” and the 

“Nebenbühne” in the festival tent there will be a small amplifier with one 
microphone for announcements. 

 At the “Hauptbühne” in the festival tent there will be a multi-channel amplifier 
available. 

 The amplifier for the Big-Band-Evening in the Kaisersaal isn´t defined yet. 
 Electric lightning will be established at all stages of the festival tent and at the 

stage of the “Open-Air-Garten” 
 
GEMA-notification: 

Should be done in advance via internet by your orchestra leadership. 
 
 Welcome of the nations: 

The welcome of the nations will be held  around the “Roland” in 
front of the  “Schloss”. 
This year there will be no  marching in of orchestras. 
All orchestras are asked, to meet around the “Roland” for the 
welcoming-act at 13:50h on Saturday, where our mayor will  greet all 
musicians. Our BT Orchestra will play the national anthems of each 
nation   while raising the flags. 
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City reception: The city will be hosting a reception for foreign orchestra leadership 
delegations on Saturday (01.07.2023) at 11:00h. Two members of each 
foreign orchestra are invited to attend. The reception will take place  in 
the “Schloss” (castle) hall (1st floor). 

 
Parade: The parade begins on Sunday 02.07.2023 at 14:00h. 

The parade starts on the “Maienbeeck” / corner of “Rosenstraße”. There 
will be supervisors to help you placing your orchestra. 

  Please be sure to march rapidly and there must not be any 
standing concerts to avoid  too big spaces in the parade. 

 The start of the parade can be reached from Festival Tent up to ten 
minutes by foot. Please leave your busses on the parking lots because 
of the closing of the city center. 

 
Evening Events: The concerts in the Festival Tent are free for everyone on  Friday 

evening, 29.06.2023. 
 On Saturday and Sunday the musicians who wear their personal music 

festival button will have free admission. You will receive the buttons and 
other information upon arrival. (This is only for clubs that have paid the 
participation fee of EUR 14,00 per person). 

 . 
Regardless of your uniform, you have to wear the festival button for 
a free entry. 

 
Rain: There will be no rain!!! If it does rain then the plan is as follows: 

- The  welcome of the nations will be held in the Festival Tent. 
- The outdoor concerts will be cancelled. Concerts in locations with 

roofed stage will take place (Festival Tent both stages, VR-Bank-
Stage). 

- The orchestras  will decide on their own whether they participate in 
the parade or not . 


